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LIVING IN YESHIVAH (30)

Lashon Hara Based on a Subjective Opinion

QUESTION 1: Is a student who missed a shiur or lecture 

permitted to ask a fellow student, "How was the shiur?"

QUESTION 2:  If, in fact, the shiur was "sub-par" or 

worse, may the fellow student answer that it was?

ANSWER: A shiur on Torah is not usually judged by all 

listeners in the exact same light. Whereas some 

individuals may benefit greatly from a lecture, others may 

find the concepts discussed too basic or "simple," 

possibly even "boring." No two people draw the exact 

same reaction from any given shiur and as a result, 

simply telling another person that the shiur was "no good" 

or "boring" or even "nothing special" is prohibited and 

inaccurate. The best response is to just say "good." 

Accordingly, one should be careful when asking these 

questions, so as not to cause another person to sin.

    There are certain circumstances where such a question 

and answer is permitted. If, for example, one needs to 

know if he should spend hours reviewing a shiur or he 

should study something else, the obvious benefits from 

knowing the answer beforehand permit one to ask. The 

one who answers can likewise do so if he feels that his 

friend will accomplish more doing something else. In any 

case, though, even if one is advising not to review the 

frien

shiur, he may not belittle or "knock" the shiur or the 

person giving it. He should be straighforward in his 

response: "I think it would be more beneficial for you to 

learn something else." Even such a response, should not 

be forthcoming if it may lead to the student's general lack 

of respect for the Rebbi. The same is true regarding 

Baalei Batim listening to the derasha of a Rov.

Other Implications to Answering Improperly

    The above-mentioned principle of not belittling another 

through improper responses, has implications which 

resonate even beyond the walls of the Yeshivah. For 

example, if Reuven examined a house but decided not to 

purchase it for his own personal reasons, he must not 

advise his friend Shimon against taking the time and 

effort to look into this same house. Even a derogatory 

look or nuance can border on Lashon Hara. Since a 

house often contains features which appeal to one person, 

while a second person may find it unsuitable, every 

individual person looks at it through his own perspective. 

One should be truthful in his responses: "The house is a 

bit cramped (or old-fashioned, chilly, not insulated well, 

etc.) for me." To speak in a general tone of distaste, can 

cause the seller to sustain an undeserved loss, since 

potential buyers may be scared away without justified 
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R' Simcha Bunim of Pshischah ZT"L would say:

    "What was the 'Midah Keneged Midah' of the punishment of Korach and his cohorts? Since Korach 

and his assembly could not wait patiently to be crowned as the future leaders of the people, so too, the 

ground did not wait patiently for the natural time when people are laid to rest within her bowels - after 

120 years of life. Thus, they sunk down 'alive within the pit.'"  

R' Yaakov Krantz ZT"L (Dubner Maggid) would say:

   "When a person experiences a large amount of pleasure, he becomes accustomed to it and consequently 

no longer feels a complete enjoyment. One who wants to incremently increase his pleasure would be wise 

not to indulge in it."

A Famous Writer once said:

    "People scream demanding freedom of speech to make up for the freedom of thought that they avoid!"      
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everything goes wrong, as the posuk says, "You hid Your face and I became bewildered" (ç-ì íéìéäú).
    Concluded the Chofetz Chaim with a sigh, "We need much Siyata D'shmaya - Heavenly assistance, in 

the coming days. Can there be a better investment than to practice the finest and most pefect level of 

tznius and moral conduct possible?" Based on this advice, a proper mechitza was erected.
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   Rashi writes: "Korach, the son of Yitzhar, the son 

of Kehas, the son of Levi." (The posuk) does not 

mention "the son of Yaakov" because (Yaakov) 

asked for mercy on himself, that he should not be 

mentioned at all during the argument. As it states: 

"In their congregation (Korach) do not include my 

honor." (å-èî éçéå) It seems that Levi and Kehas 

and Yitzhar did not have the same problem that 

their father and grandfather, Yaakov Avinu, had 

with including his name in the dispute of Korach. 

What was it about Yaakov that inspired him, 

through Ruach Hakodesh, to specifically distance 

himself from his great-great grandson, Korach?

    We learn an important lesson from our holy 

Zeida Yaakov, writes R' Klonymous Kalman 

ZT"L of Krakow (Meor V'Shemesh). The 

eternal symbol of Yaakov Avinu is Emes - Truth, 

and, as we know, this is what he stood for, 

embodied and immortalized. Arguments, disputes, 

fighting and bickering represent the exact opposite 

of truth: the ultimate conceptualization of fighting 

is Sheker - Falsehood. Thus, the åúãòå çø÷ ú÷åìçî 

- Dispute of Korach and his congregation, at its 

most deepest and basest level, was a battle that was 

conceived upon falsity and counterfeit logic. There 

was no right or wrong; there was only sheker! As a 

result, said Yaakov Avinu, there is no way that I 

wish to be involved - even to provide merits to the 

sinners - in anything that hints at falsehood.

    R' Yehonason Eibeschutz ZT"L once said: 

"What bothers me most, is that during the dispute 

of Korach, Yaakov ensured that his name not be 

mentioned. Whereas, in my personal battle, it is 

specifically Yaakov (R' Yaakov Emden ZT"L) 

who vocally leads the charge against me!"     

 ïøäàå 'ä ìò íéãòåðä êúãò ìëå äúà ïëì
(àé-æè) 'åâå åéìò åðåìú éë àåä äî

   The word "åðåìú" - "protest," is spelled with a 

å"éå (áéúë), but pronounced with a ã"åé (éø÷). 
Explains the Baal HaTurim, these two letters spell 

out éå - woe, as if to say, "Woe unto you, Korach, 

for questioning the word of Hashem." 

    Moshe Rabbeinu is lamenting the disastrous 

decision of Korach and his cohorts to diminish the 

selection of Aharon Hakohen as Kohen Gadol. In 

an expression of bewilderment, Moshe asks them 

incredulously, "What could you possibly have 

against Aharon? What did he do that you are 

protesting against him?"

     R' Meir Arik ZT"L provides a wonderful un-

derstanding. Chazal tell us: "A person's character 

is judged in three ways: åñåëá - Through his cup 

(how he holds his drink), åñéëá - Through his 

pocket (how he handles his money), åñòëáå - 

Through his anger (how one reacts under intense  

pressure)." (:äñ ïéáåøéò)  Now, we know that a 

Kohen Gadol is forbidden to drink alcohol as it 

may impair his ability to perform the Avodah. 

Also, a Kohen Gadol has no money of his own; it 

is the responsibility of his fellow Kohanim and all 

of Klal Yisroel to support him and see to his every 

need. Thus, the one aspect with which it is possible 

to measure a Kohen Gadol, as per the words of 

Chazal, is åñòëá - how he behaves under extreme 

circumstances, the nature of his disposition.  

    This is what Moshe is telling Korach. What can 

you possibly have against Aharon? He doesn't 

drink; he has no money of his own. His temper? 

Aharon Hakohen is the ultimate  óãåøå íåìù áäåà
íåìù - Lover and pursuer of peace. He knows no 

anger. Who, then, is better suited for the job?  
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(à-æè) 'åâå ïáåàø éðá úìô ïá ïåàå 

    The gemara (:è÷ ïéøãäðñ) recounts the story of the wife of On Ben Peles who shielded her husband 

and ultimately saved his life. When the rebellion against Moshe Rabbeinu began, On Ben Peles was one 

of the leaders who challenged the leadership of Klal Yisroel. His wife, however, recognizing that the 

battle was doomed to failure, argued with him and said, "No matter, you won't be the leader. So what do 

you care whether Korach runs the nation or Moshe runs the nation?" In the end, this wise and brave 

woman took matters into her own hands, and positioned herself at the entrance to her tent, whereby she 

uncovered her hair. Amazingly, although the çø÷ úãò betrayed the nation with heretical opposition to the 

Word of Hashem, they shied away from her tent because of the lack of tznius and modesty displayed by 

the woman of the household, and thus, could not include her husband.  

    In the summer of the year 5683 (1923) the holy Chofetz Chaim, R' Yisroel Meir Hakohen Kagan 

ZT"L, attended a Knessia Gedolah of Agudas Yisroel that took place in Vienna, Austria. Many Gedolim 

and great Rabbonim converged on this historic city to discuss urgent matters that concerned the Jewish 

world. Some meetings were held in private sessions, others were done before cameras, while others took 

place in a public forum. Those held in public, were attended by large crowds of Yidden from all types of 

backgrounds. Even women participated to hear the speeches and see the spectacle of such an illustrious 

gathering. While the men filled the main hall, the women sat on a balcony that was not fully screened off 

as would be done in a shul, although there was no question whatsoever of any type of intermingling.

   One of the Rabbonim voiced an opinion that a proper mechitza must be erected so that the men should 

not be able to see the women at all. Most other Rabbonim disagreed and were of the opinion that since 

the occasion was neither a gathering for tefillah nor an emotional occasion such as a wedding or similar 

simcha it was sufficient the way it was. Due to their disagreement, they decided to seek the opinion of the 

venerable Gadol Hador, the Chofetz Chaim, and do as he says.

    R' Yisroel Meir responded with a typical sagacious piece of advice. He said that it could well be that 

there is no halachic obligation to erect a proper mechitza as most of the Rabbonim had maintained. He 

nevertheless felt that when it comes to questions of Kedushas Yisroel one should be stringent and heed 

even the opinion of an individual. "The Torah tells us that immorality is what causes Hashem to detach 

Himself from Klal Yisroel (åè:âë íéøáã). It follows that when tznius prevails, Hashem is very close to 

those who practice it and His presence is acutely felt." He then added that when Hashem is close to us, 

we are safe,  as the posuk says, "Even as I pass through the valley of death I do not fear evil for You are 

with me" (ã-âë íéìéäú). In contrast, if Heaven forbid, Hashem withdraws and distances Himself from us, 

we are lost and everything goes  
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